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Victoria has complex legal
framework and responsibilities
Leads to perverse policies e.g. feral deer is protected, hunted and controlled under 
three statutes

Source: 2021 Wildlife Review Independent Panel 
Issues Paper



Victoria’s public land forest responsibilities

Source: 2019 Overview 
of Victoria’s Forest 
Management System



Victoria’s high level policy, planning 
and regulatory framework for forest management

Source: 2019 Overview 
of Victoria’s Forest 
Management System



There are also 
Federal 
responsibilities 
under the 
EPBC Act e.g. 
Threatened 
Ecological 
Communities

The EPBC Act listings are 
supported by state-based  
protection under the Victorian 
Flora & Fauna Guarantee Act 
1988



Victoria’s forest ecosystems are extensively 
protected 
over 50% in the conservation reserve network – it is the primary mechanism for 
biodiversity protection. Public lands outside the CR network are multiple use public 
forests including timber harvesting



Except for  the top of Australia, 
more could be done for the 
Indigenous forest estate
The orange areas being those lands subject to native title determinations, 
registered Indigenous Land Use Agreements and legislated special cultural use 
provisions





Regional Forest Agreements 
The current RFAs bolster protections for Victoria’s unique 
forest biodiversity and threatened species and govern commercial forestry on 
public and private lands



Victoria’s forests are mostly 
multiple use and conservation reserve
Multiple use forests includes timber harvesting activities where 0.04% of trees are 
harvested with all coupes regenerated







The Victorian Forestry Plan is ill conceived
As you heard from VicForests, native trees take around many decades to reach 
harvestable age. An 11-year lead time leaves a gap of many decades even if a 
native timber plantation estate was in existence (which it is not)





Source: Trust for Nature: covenanting for conservation 
– Connecting Country 

While the NRS is a critical tool 
for biodiversity protection
It must be supplemented by working with private land managers to build resilience 
across the landscape. Moreover, private land stewardship should be supported and 
funded. 







An approach of “just add forests”
will fail to deal with the key threats

• EPBC Act Terrestrial Listed Species (CSIRO)
• 82% impacted by invasive species (and is likely similar for Victorian listed species)

• And are also listed as key threatening processes under EBPC (9/21) and FFG (21/43 ) Acts

• 74% impacted by natural ecosystem modification (dams, water use and fire/fire suppression)
• 57% impacted by agriculture (of which timber/forestry is a minute contributor)

• Australia Zoo (Taylor-Brown et al)
• Admissions

• 34.7% car strikes

• 14.5% animal attacks (9.2% dogs and 5.3% cats)

• 7.2% entanglements

• Mortalities
• Highest as a result of dog attacks (72.7%) followed by car strikes (69.1%)

• 60% of koala deaths on Phillip Island in 2004 was the result of car strikes

• Invasive species impacts also occur for plantation forestry
• 30% of seedlings at 5 years show signs of feral deer impacts



The biodiversity in forest coupes 
is surveyed and well known – but not so for the 
rest of the public land estate. 
What is the role of technology and innovation to improve our knowledge and management of the 
public land estate?
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